
HIGHLAND EXPERIENCES

 Have a fabulous experience when you come and stay at Dun Aluinn, not just in the house but in the surrounding area. 

 Enjoy a full range of activites which include the following: 

FISHING - DEWARS WHISKY TASTING - HIGHLAND SAFARIS

WEE ADVENTURES - LOCAL EXPERT GUIDE - WHITE WATER RAFTING

TRIPS TO GLENEAGLES & ST ANDREWS GOLF COURSE



Trout Fishing 

Alba Fishing

Salmon Fishing
Catching an Atlantic Salmon in Scotland must be one of the 
greatest achievements in the Sporting World. Dun Aluinn is 
blessed with a geographical location close to some of Scotland’s 
finest salmon rivers, the River Tay and Tummel and River Lyon. Alba 
Game Fishing can deliver a unique salmon fishing experience. 
Which river to choose, depends on the time of year, conditions 
and ability of the angler. We are endorsed by Orvis and have 
qualified SGAIC Spey Casting instructors and will provide you 
with premium Scott Mackenzie double hand fly rods and a range 
of fly lines to suit your choice. If you prefer, It’s also possible to 
spin cast on the Tay, or if you would like to learn the art of Spey 
Casting we can help. Prices vary throughout the season and peak 
in October, however you shouldn’t ignore the magnificent spring 
and summer fishing that there iconic rivers offer.

There is so much trout fishing to choose from 
in the area. Whether you want to target wild 
brown trout in the River Tay or River Lyon, 
amidst stunning iconic Scottish scenery or 
fish the numerous hill lochs that surround Dun 
Aluinn, we can help. We will collect you from 
the house in a Land Rover and provide all the 
quality fishing tackle you need and breathable 
waders, boots and wading jackets are stocked 
in all sizes. Our friendly knolwedgable Orvis 
Endorsed guides live and breath these rivers 
and lochs and we can share our secrets 
and help you enjoy a memorable day in the 
outdoors. We will supply specialist flies tied by 
our guides, and if needed, can offer casting tips 
and knowledge on how to read the river. 

Dun Aluinn work in partnership with Alba Game Fishing and Orvis Endorsed fishing company with trips throughout Scotland



Dewars is just a short walk away from Dun Aluinn, and we have teamed up with their Visitor Centre  to offer whisky tasting 
at Dun Aluinn or at the Distillery. 

Tour the distillery to see how we create the distinctive honeyed richness of our spirit. Access our atmospheric warehouse 
and learn how we double age our whisky for extra smoothness. Explore our interactive exhibition, guided by our bespoke 
app. Soak up the atmosphere in our welcoming cafe and Whisky Lounge, and fill your own bottle from our hand-selected 
casks.

Guests of Dun Aluinn have exclusive access to the Secret Bar, (not open to the public). Enjoy a private tour of the distillery 
& finish off with a wee dram of whisky in the Secret Bar.  

Dewars Whisky Tasting



Highland Safaris have created a truly Scottish Experience with everlasting memories. Imagine five star hospitality combined 
with a truly magical encounter with nature, amidst 250,000 acres of the most spectacular scenery in Scotland. Highland 
Safaris guarantees to enhance your experience of the Scottish wilderness, with a passion and knowledge of the area, wildlife, 
the surrounding environment, the rich heritage and fascinating culture.  The Highland Safaris team has the experience, the 
knowledge and the expertise to ensure that your event runs smoothly from start to finish and is dedicated to ensuring your 
event is an outstanding success.

A private chartered exclusive, tailored Safari with your Safari Ranger is perfect for those looking for a versatile, personalised 
adventure.  With a personal kilted Safari Ranger create an exclusive adventure for a group or a VIP experience for 2. You 
can take the wheel and drive the trail or use your Ranger’s local knowledge and expertise to cater for your specific interests.

Experience this unique boat trip, bringing the heritage and history of Loch Tay to life!

Our modern custom-built boat is comfortable, fast, dry & gets in close to the inaccessible parts of the loch to explore the 
wildlife & nature. Live commentary from our passionate and knowledgeable crew will take you on a journey through the 
local history, heritage and folklore. An Inspirational journey suitable for all ages..

Highland Safaris

Loch Tay Safaris



Wee Adventures 
Bespoke Outdoor Adventures

Dun Aluinn is located in the spectacular outdoors of Highland Perthshire, nature’s own playground. Explore and embrace 
it with Wee Adventures who are local adventure sports and slow adventure specialists with a reputation for delivering 
exceptional outdoor experiences and kids’ activity days that will leave them pestering you for more! Let them craft your very 
own adventure from pirateering in canoes for island picnics, climbing and abseiling local crags, good old fashioned outdoor 
games and tree climbing, learning bush craft skills, orienteering for dragons or revitalising yourself in a wellbeing session in 
the woods. One thing is for sure, you will leave inspired by Biscuit’s contagious enthusiasm, and, perhaps, the answer to why 
he is called Biscuit.

Wee Adventures
walking and experiential tours

Expert guide Tim Willis is often found guiding in Scotland’s North West Highlands & Islands or in the Himalayas of Nepal. 
But Perthshire is his home and nobody tells it’s story quite like Tim. Let him bring this truly magical part of Scotland to life for 
you - its big mountains with incredible views; beautiful, peaceful riverside walks; hills with ancient Caledonian Pine trees; 
truly remote glens with red deer and red squirrels and of course, there’s history around every corner. Nothing is too much 
trouble for Tim and his attention to detail is legendary.



Beyond Adventure

Beyond Adventure works in partnership with Dun Aluinn to offer you the very best in adventure activities. We are local 

experts when it comes to adventuring in the heart of Scotland and can tailor any activity; whether it is canoeing, kayaking, 

paddleboarding or mountain biking, to suit the needs of your party. 

Relax into your adventure, we will take care of every detail of your day, from transport to and from Dun Alluin to the 

sumptuous, locally-sourced picnic lunch we can provide. With Beyond Adventure you can be assured of the highest 

standard of guiding and instruction - we will make sure that you get an unforgettable experience whilst keeping your group 

safe. 



With over 14 Water & Land Adventure Activities to choose from there really are “Nae Limits” to your 
Highland Perthshire adventure.  Water activities such as White Water Rafting, Canyoning, Tubing & Gorge 
Walking are just some of the adventure activities on offer at Nae Limits 4* Activity Centre, just 20 mins 
from Dun Aluinn.  They can also run an exclusive Highland Games activity for your group or a bespoke 
team building activity. 

Nae Limits



Traditional Highland Pony Picnic & Falconry display

HIGHLAND EXPERIENCES

 Unique Highland Pony Picnic experience, exclusive to guests of Dun Aluinn, allowing guests to truly connect with the 
landscape and history of the area

 Remote Scottish Highland estate within 30-45mins drive of Dun Aluinn, arrival by 4x4 or helicopter (POA)

 Welcomed by one of Sandgrouse Travel & Expeditions team, as well as an expert Pony-man (a term used by the 
traditional Sporting estates for the man in charge of the ponies) clad in traditional tweeds

 1-2 hour walk along estate tracks through moorland and heather (can be tailored to the fitness levels of the group) 
to a lovely lunch spot - which can be by a river, under an ancient Scots pine or with a view of the glen from atop a 
mountain. Return walk

  Lunch picnic hamper prepared by Ballintaggart Farm, freshly prepared local, seasonal produce complete with chilled 
champagne

 After lunch, a private falconry display - Guest are able to fly as many as 15-different birds of prey (including  eagles, 
hawks and owls) in the spectacular glen. Our falconer has bred birds for the Saudi Royal family and is an expert 
handler - who is great with children too, finding ways to include them in the set up with the smaller birds such as 
hawks. 

Highland Ponies - traditionally these beautiful, calm and intelligent Highland ponies were the backbone of rural Highland Scotland. Used 
on the estates to carry the beasts off the hill after stalking, as well as the tractors of old on the crofts and farms, they were even once battle 
horses (Robert The Bruce would have ridden a Highland most likely).

Allowing visitors to Scotland to experience an old school,
authentic and traditional activity in the majestic Highland landscape. 



The Scottish Crannog Centre 
Evening Experience

 Exclusive evening use of the Crannog Centre 

 Private exhibition tour, including object handling 
session

 Dram of local whisky

 Performance in intimate fireside crannog setting 

 Local storyteller performing traditional folk tales from 
the region

 Local musician performing traditional Scots tunes from 
the region

 Opportunity to share stories and songs during the 
evening

A unique, unforgettable evening set on the beautiful banks of Loch Tay,  
with traditional music and stories of the local landscape and it’s people!  



HIGHLAND EXPERIENCES

 Travelling by helicopter over the stunning mountains of Scotland is truly a memorable 
experience that you will never forget. Helicopter travel in Scotland affords an alternative, 
birdseye perspective of our incredible scenery and allows you to visit the best sights with 
ease. 

 Your flight to the world famous Isle of Skye will include a flyby of the Glenfinnan Viaduct 
made famous for featuring in the Harry Potter Films - if you are lucky you might even see 
the Hogwarts Express puffing its way across! 

 Heading north from here you will fly over some of the country’s most recognisable and 
historic castles including Eilean Donan Castle, perhaps the most beautiful castle in all 
of Scotland. We have arranged for you to visit the castle today and this will be your first 
stop off (subject to availability of landing site). Here you will be able to visit the castle on 
a self-guided tour including the brand new visitors centre opened recently. Learn about 
the amazing history of this iconic Scottish castle before heading back to the helicopters to 
travel to Skye itself. 

 Soaring over the alpine Cuillin mountain range you will take a scenic flight now before 
arriving at Kinloch Lodge Restaurant, undoubtedly one for the foodies in your group, this 
restaurant is renowned for its use of local seafood such as King Scallops, Langoustines and 
Lobster. Enjoy lunch (own your own account) here with the helicopters parked on the front 
lawns and views of the Sound of Sleat beyond. 

The breathtaking Isle of Skye Scenic Tour by Helicopter with specially requested visits 
and exclusive landing permissions.

Isle of Skye Scenic Tour by Helicopter



A b e r f e l d y ,  P e r t h s h i r e ,  S c o t l a n d
Contact:  John Burke  T:  07850 857550  E:  john@dunaluinn.com

w w w . d u n a l u i n n . c o m

“The place was absolutely stunning 
and completely surpassed (our already high) expectations”

(review from tripadvisor, Oct 18)
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